The view that the essential factor in the transmission of the state of excitation from region to region in an irritable protoplasmic system (such as nerve) is a form of electrolytic distance action, dependent on the formation of local electrical circuits between the active and the resting regions of the protoplasmic surface, 1 has various implications, some of which can be tested by experiment. It is to be expected, for example, that the speed of transmission will be a direct function of the electrical conductivity of the external medium, since this medium is traversed by the local current between the active and the resting regions. This current, in order to have stimulating effect at a given distance from the active region, must have a certain intensit), at that distance, corresponding to the threshold intensity of electrical stimulation under the conditions; evidently this intensity will be decreased if the electrical conductivity of the medium is lowered. According to the local action theory of transmission, the speed (V) of the activation wave is proportional to the product of this critical distance (s) into the rate (r) of the local activation process (V -st); hence any decrease of external conductivity (other conditions remaining equal) must, by decreasing s, decrease correspondingly V. A close proportionality between the conductivity of the medium and the speed of transmission has in fact been observed in the nervous network of the medusa" in various dilutions of sea water, and in vertebrate and invertebrate muscle? Since 1LiUie, R. S., Am.
The view that the essential factor in the transmission of the state of excitation from region to region in an irritable protoplasmic system (such as nerve) is a form of electrolytic distance action, dependent on the formation of local electrical circuits between the active and the resting regions of the protoplasmic surface, 1 has various implications, some of which can be tested by experiment. It is to be expected, for example, that the speed of transmission will be a direct function of the electrical conductivity of the external medium, since this medium is traversed by the local current between the active and the resting regions. This current, in order to have stimulating effect at a given distance from the active region, must have a certain intensit), at that distance, corresponding to the threshold intensity of electrical stimulation under the conditions; evidently this intensity will be decreased if the electrical conductivity of the medium is lowered. According to the local action theory of transmission, the speed (V) of the activation wave is proportional to the product of this critical distance (s) into the rate (r) of the local activation process (V -st); hence any decrease of external conductivity (other conditions remaining equal) must, by decreasing s, decrease correspondingly V. A close proportionality between the conductivity of the medium and the speed of transmission has in fact been observed in the nervous network of the medusa" in various dilutions of sea water, and in vertebrate and invertebrate muscle? Since lowering the conductivity of the external medium undoubtedly lowers that of the protoplasm as well, 4 such a proportionality is to be expected. This correlation is difficult to explain except on the theory, that transmission is dependent on the passage of electric currents through the external medium. It is hardly to be expected that such a correlation will be simple or linear in all cases, since the physical state of the protoplasmic system, e.g. the potential difference across the plasma membrane, is altered by changing the electrolyte content of the medium, and other changes affecting irritability may enter and obscure the relation. Its existence in the above cases, however, is clearly favorable to the local action conception of transmission.
The membrane theory (or theories) of stimulation and transmission regards the initial process conditioning both the local stimulation and the spread of the state of excitation to other regions as consisting in a change in the properties of the semipermeable membrane (the diffusion-proof interfacial film) bounding the surface of the irritable protoplasmic element (axone, fibril, etc.) . This film undergoes locally, during excitation, a temporary breakdown or increase of permeability. 5 According to the local action theory, this change, by altering the potential across the film (membrane or other potential), gives rise to a local current between the altered region and the unaltered region adjoining, which is then secondarily stimulated. In this secondary stimulation the film is altered in the same manner as at the original site of stimulation; hence the same effect is repeated at each activated region and the state of excitation spreads. What is essential to note is that the self-propagating character of the excitation process depends on the alteration of film structure involved in the excitation process itself; the structural change in the film produces directly an electromotor variation, and hence a local current; the latter by means of its electrochemical effects in adjoining regions causes the structural change in the film, and hence the local excitation. The electrical sensitivity of the protoplasmic system 4 Brooks, S. C., J. Gen. Physiol., 1922-23, v, 365. The evidence that stimulation is associated with changes in the permeability and other properties of the protoplasmic films is reviewed in my recent volume, Protoplasmic action and nervous action, Chicago, 1923, of. Chapter 14. thus depends on the presence of films which undergo chemical and structural change under the influence of the local bioelectric currents. Such chemical effects depend ultimately, as in the case of reactions at electrodes in general, on changes of polarization and transfer of electrons between the phases.
In the inorganic system, passive iron in dilute nitric acid, which I have recently used as a model of the transmitting protoplasmic system, ~ transmission is known to depend on the electrochemical effect of the local current between the active and the passive regions of the metal. The latter region, being cathodal, is activated by electrolytic reduction of the passivating film of oxide; reduction involves breakdown of the film; and since this effect is repeated wherever active and passive regions adjoin each other, the activation reaction spreads rapidly over the whole surface, provided the film is uniform in its properties and readily reducible at every point. Any region locally activated, mechanically or otherwise, thus becomes the point of departure of an activation wave. The rate of travel of this wave is a direct function of the electrical conductivity of the local active-passive circuit; theoretically, it is proportional to the product sr, s being the maximal distance beyond the activepassive boundary at which the local current is sufficiently intense to remove or disrupt the film, and r being the rate of removal at that region. The rate of transmission is thus a direct index oi the rate of removal or breakdown of the film.
In a completely transmissive ("recovered") wire immersed in acid of uniform composition and temperature such an activation wave travels for an indefinite distance at almost uniform velocity. In acid above a certain strength (ca. 55 volumes per cent HNO3 of sp.gr. 1.42) the wire spontaneously reverts to the passive state immediately after the passage of the activation wave; i.e., the film is immediately reformed, the exact time required depending on the temperature and the concentration of acid. ~ Some further time, however, is needed for the return of the newly formed film to its original condition; during this interval, ("recovery interval") transmission is incomplete (decremental) or slower than before.
The passive iron wire in nitric acid is an example of a heterogeneous system in which the rate and character of the chemical reactions are controlled by variations in the composition and properties of films formed or deposited at the surface between the phases. Mercury in H20~. is another such system. Reaction is initiated when the film is locally removed or disrupted, and comes to rest when the film is restored. When the formation and dissolution of the film are rhythmical, the reaction is also rhythmical. It appears highly probable that a similar condition exists in living protoplasm, in the sense that variations of film structure control the chemical interactions between the protoplasmic phases, or the reactions occurring at the surfaces of the protoplasmic structures. Reactions of this type almost certainly underlie the response to stimulation. Many metabolic reactions are known to be dependent on the intact structure of the protoplasmic system; 7 there is also much evidence of variation in the structure and permeability of the protoplasmic films during stimulation or other activity. ~ The resemblances between the phenomena of activation and transmission in protoplasmic systems (such as nerve) and in the passive iron system are an expression of this general similarity in the physical conditions controlling the chemical reactions in the two systems. Such resemblances are independent of special features of chemical composition. It is well recognized that the study of polyphasic systems of a simple class, such as emulsions and similar colloidal systems, is of fundamental importance in relation to many general problems of physiology. The same is true of systems of the class to which passive iron belongs. The passive iron system is a polyphasic (specifically a triphasic) system, peculiar in the respect that its chemical and physical activity is largely determined by the formation and removal of interfacial films, and by variations in the properties of these films. Systems of this class are of special interest to the physiologist; they are models, in which purely chemical complexities are reduced to a minimum, while the structural conditions controlling reaction velocities and the transmission of chemical influence to a For a review of the evidence cf. Meyerhof, O., Chemical dynamics of life phenomena, Monographs on experimental biology, Philadelphia and London, 1924. distance are apparently of the same general kind as those existing in living protoplasm.
The chief results of the present study may be conveniently considered under the following heads.
1. Factors affecting speed of transmission: (a) conductivity of external medium; (b) temperature; (c) length of interval since previous activation.
2. Influence of temperature on recovery of transmissivity. 3. Structural conditions affecting speed of transmission.
Method.
The speed of transmission in a passive iron wire immersed in a large volume of nitric acid is too rapid for accurate measurement by ordinary means. 8 When, however, the sectional area of acid is small, as in a wire suspended in air with only a thin layer of acid adhering, the speed is reduced to a few centimeters per second and the progress of the activation wave can then readily be followed by the eye. The method employed in the present study has been to measure the speed of transmission in wires inclosed in glass tubes of known diameter. The sectional area of electrolyte and hence the conductivity are thus known; transmission is slower the smaller the diameter of the tube; and if wires of sufficient length and tubes of appropriate diameter are used, the speeds are easily measured with a stop-watch. For example, in a tube of 3 mm. caliber the average speed of transmission (in the wires used in the present study) is about 26±2 cm. per second in completely recovered wires at 20 ° . Since the actual variation in the speed of transmission in the wires is greater than the variation of stop-watch measurements (assumed to be accurate within 0.2 second), this simple method gives all the exactitude necessary. Other possible methods, such as measuring the rate of travel of the electromotor variation by the string ge~v~anometer, while more accurate in single determinations, are too inconvenient and time-consuming for use in an investigation such as the present, which requires the averages of a large number of s Estimated as some meters per second in a completely recovered wire in a large volume of 70 per cent HNOa at 20 °.
determinations. The speed of transmission in single wires under constant conditions has been found subject to considerable irregular variation, often ranging 10 per cent or more from the mean value (see Table II ). This variability is to be referred to chance irregularities in the structure of the metal, such as inequalities in the distribution of the carbon in the steel (which is essentially polyphasic or colloidal in structure), or inequalities due to strain. It is evident that a new metallic surface is formed in each activation, since a thin layer of iron is then dissolved. Hence, each observation is made under conditions somewhat different from those of the preceding observation and not subject to control. In order, therefore, to secure consistency in the measurements, it is necessary to make numerous observations and take the average of the results (with consideration of probable errors). It is also important to use wires which are as nearly as possible in the same physical condition (see below, page 481).
In studying the relation of speed of transmission to external conductivity the most satisfactory method is to vary the diameter of the glass tubes containing the wires, while keeping the strength of acid constant. The alternative and perhaps more obvious method, that of measuring the speed in tubes of a constant size containing acid of varying concentrations, is inapplicable, for the reason that the character of the local reaction and the rate of repassivation and recovery both vary widely with the strength of acid. The recovery of complete transmissivity becomes more gradual as the strength of acid increases, being about twice as rapid in 70 per cent as in 80 per cent HNO~; 9 while the local chemical effects of activation (effervescence, formation of dark oxide) are more pronounced in weaker acid) ° The breakdown of the film (the basis of activation) and its reformation (the basis of repassivation and recovery) are chemically distinct processes, differently affected by temperature and concentration of acid. Evidently in experiments of the present kind it is important to maintain as nearly constant as possible the purely chemical features of the local reactions. A brief local reaction and a rapid recovery are desirable, Lillie, R. S., J. Gen. Physiol., 1920-21, iii, 107; c] . curve on p. 125. 1~ Lillie.9 pp. 113, 114. and these conditions are satisfactorily met in acid of 70 per cent concentration. In this solution, the local reaction lasts for less than a second, the darkening of the metallic surface is sufficient to mark plainly the progress of the activation wave, and the recovery of complete transmissivity is relatively rapid, occupying about 5 minutes at 20 °. Accordingly this concentration (70 volumes per cent of c. P. HNO3, sp.gr. 1.42) has been used uniformly throughout the experiments described in this paper, u
The following measurements have all been made on passive wires inclosed in four tubes of 38 cm. length and of the respective inner diameters, 2.4, 3.0, 3.5, and 3.9 ram. In these tubes the speeds of transmission are of an order suitable for measurement with a stopwatch. The four tubes are placed side by side, a few centimeters apart, in a long, narrow, fiat bottomed, thick walled porcelain trough (ca. 100 × 15 cm.) containing a shallow layer (ca. 1.5 cm. deep) of 70 per cent HNO3. The temperature of the acid is controlled by surrounding the porcelain trough with water, or a mixture of ice and water, contained inside a larger wooden copper-lined trough (120 × 25 × 15 cm. deep). By adding water or ice to the outer trough as required the temperature of the acid can readily be kept constant within 0.5 ° for any desired period. Measurements of speeds of transmission were made at the four temperatures, 5 ° , 10 °, 15 °, and 20 °.
It is well known that a passive iron wire in nitric acid shows only a partial or limited (decremental) transmission for a certain interval of time (usually several minutes) immediately following the passage of an activation wave3 The exact duration of this interval depends on the concentration of acid and the temperature, being longer for stronger acid and lower temperatures. In 70 per cent HNO~, in wires not inclosed in tubes, an interval of about 6 minutes is required (at 20 °) for the recovery of complete or non-decremental transmission. It had also been observed that for a certain time after the wire has become completely transmissive the speed of 11 The presence of ferric salt (from dissolved wire)seems to influence the rate of the reaction, and in my experience "used" acid (colored somewhat deeply with ferric salt) has given more regular results than freshly mixed acid. Hence I have used such acid throughout.
transmission is slower than previously to activation. During this period, lasting about 15 minutes at 20 ° , the speed increases progressively to a maximum. In order to determine the relation between the speed of transmission and the conductivity (or the temperature) it is, therefore, necessary to make the observations in the different tubes at corresponding times; i.e., (at a given temperature) at equal intervals after a previous activation. At such times the state of the passivating film in the four wires is presumably the same, and the wires are in a comparable physical state.
In each experiment the procedure has been as follows: The four passive wires, each ca. 45 cm. long, are transferred by forceps 12 from the passivating trough ~ to the experimental trough. They are then activated in regular order by touching with a zinc rod, the intervals between successive activations being exactly 1 minute.
FIC. 1. Position of wire and enclosing tube in trough of acid.
Each wire is then inserted into its tube in such a manner that its left end is on a level with the left end of the tube while its right end projects into the acid outside. In order to insulate the wire at one end from the external acid, the left end of each tube is supported slightly above the general level of the acid 14 (by resting across a piece of thick walled glass tubing); the other end (from which the wire projects) is immersed in the acid (Fig. I) . After the lapse of the definite interval allowed for recovery the wires are again activated in the same order, by touching the projecting ends with the 1~ Steel forceps are used, the ends of which are. bound with platinurn foil to prevent activation. During use these forceps are kept passive by immersing the ends in a beaker containing strong HNOv 13 Between experiments the wires are kept passive in a separate trough containing 70 per cent HNOs.
~4 It is necessary to have one end of the wire insulated, i.e. out of contact with the general body of acid, since otherwise when one end is activated the activating influence is transmitted instantaneously by distance action through the acid and an activation wave is started at both ends of the tube (see below, p. 502).
zinc rod, allowing 1 minute between successive activations as before. All wires are thus activated at the same interval after the previous activation. The passage of the wave of activation along the tube (from right to left) is accompanied by momentary effervescence and darkening of the metallic surface. The boundary of the activated area is plainly visible as it travels, and its exact time of passage from end to end of the tube is measured with the stopwatch. Immediately after activation, each wire is withdrawn from its tube and allowed to lie in the acid. The acid inside the tube is then changed, 1~ and the wire is replaced in its tube in time for the next determination. With practice the acid can easily be changed and the wire replaced during the minute intervening between successive activations. When four wires are used the least possible interval between successive activations of the same wire is thus 4 minutes. No purpose, however, would be served by making this interval shorter, since 4 minutes (approximately) is the least time in which a wire (inclosed in a tube at 20 °) can recover complete transmissivity. The shortest interval allowed for recovery in the experiments described below was 5 minutes (at 20°).
The kind of wire used was the same as in my previous study on recovery of transmissivity. 16 This wire is ca. 1.2 mm. in diameter. Experience has shown that more uniform results are obtained in different experiments if wires are used in which the outer layer of metal has been dissolved away by acid. Accordingly the data of Tables II, III , and IV are all from experiments with used wires--i.e. those which had been reduced to two-thirds or less of their original diameter (i.e., from 1.2 to 0.8 ram. or less). Freshly cut wires transmit more slowly than used wires. This difference is illustrated in Table I , which gives, under Series A, the seconds required for transmission along each of the four tubes in four successive activations with freshly cut wires, allowing 6 minutes for recovery in each case, and under Series B, similar measurements is By lifting one end of the tube, allowing the acid to flow out, and then returning the tube to a level to allow fresh acid to flow in (avoiding bubbles); this procedure is repeated two or three times if necessary.
16 No. 20 piano wire (music steel wire) from the Spencer Company of Worcester Massachusetts.
made on the same wires after they had been reduced to two-thirds or less of their original diameter. Each horizontal line gives four successive determinations with the same wire in the same tube, after the same period of recovery. It is not quite clear why the freshly cutwire should transmit so much more slowly than the wires with surface layer removed. 1~ The bracketed time is the time at which the wire in Tube A was activated before the first recorded observation was made.
Possibly local circuits dependent on the chance distribution of the carbon in the steel may play a part in delaying transmission; contact of carbon or platinum with a passive wire is known to retard or block the activation wave. 18 The metal may be more homogeneous l~The increase in the sectional area Of acid is entirely insufficient to account for this difference.
18 Cf. Lillie, R. S., J. Gen. Physiol., 1920-21, iii, 137. near the axis; if this is true, a partly dissolved wire would form fewer irregular circuits. In any case my experience has been that the behavior of the wires becomes more regular as the outer layer is removed. 19 Accordingly I have used as a control throughout the present study a preliminary test in which the time of transmission has been determined at 20 ° in all four tubes, after a recovery interval of 6 minutes. Only those wires have been used in which the average speed of transmission under these conditions was 20~2 to 3 cm. per second. Within this range of variation the behavior of such wires is constant and predictable under definite conditions of temperature and external conductivity; and if the average of a sufficient number of observations is taken, the influence of chance irregularities becomes unimportant. Table I illustrates the kind of irregularities observed in these determinations; these represent real variations of speed and not errors of measurement; that this is the case is seen most clearly at lower temperatures and in the narrower tubes, where the systematic error (ca. 0.2 second) of stop-watch measurement is relatively slight. The activation wave rarely moves with perfect uniformity along the tube, but shows slight accelerations and retardations at intervals. Apparently, these fluctuations are the expression of variations in the structure of the metallic surface, as already indicated.
EXPERIMENTAL.
Using wires selected in this manner, and the same series of four tubes, I have made a large number of measurements of speeds of transmission at the four temperatures 5 °, 10 °, 15 °, and 20 °. At each temperature the interval since the previous activation was varied through nearly the whole range between the minimal time required for the recovery of non-decremental transmission and the time required for complete return to the original speed. Table II gives the results of four typical series of observations at the four temperatures.
These observations are typical of the behavior of the wires at the Approximate speeds of transmission, in cm. per see., as measured by the stopwatch under the conditions already described. Data are given from four separate series of experiments, can'ied out respectively at 5 °, 10 °, 15 °, and 20 °. Each horizontal line gives observations made on the same wire, in the same tube, and at the same temperature, but at varying intervals after a previous activation (recovery intervals). The figxIres represent typical single observations and not averages. (Averages of all experiments are given in Table III . 3.9 [ 14.6[ 17.3 [ 23.7 [ 23,7 I 27.1 [ 27.1 [ 31.7131.7131.7 Series IV. Temperature 20 ° (series of Feb. 6, 1924 
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3. The time required to reach this maximum decreases rapidly with rise of temperature; at 5 ° it is 90 minutes or more, at 10 ° ca. 1 hour, at 15 ° between 30 and 45 minutes, at 20 ° ca. 16 minutes. The temperature coefficient of the recovery process is thus high.
4. No relation can be seen between the caliber of the tubes and the rate of recovery; i.e., recovery is independent of external conductivity.
5. The influence of temperature on the speed of transmission is relatively slight, (Q10 being of the order 1.3 to 1.5). There is thus a Table III. low temperature coefficient for transmission and a high one for recovery, a condition similar to that found in nerve and muscle. Table III gives the averages of the speeds of transmission observed in each of the four tubes in all experiments made under comparable conditions as above defined. The number of experiments performed with each recovery interval is given in brackets in the first column. In the last column are given the averages of the speeds in all four tubes, after the same recovery interval. These averages give the most accurate index of the general relations between speeds of transmission and recovery times at the different temperatures. The data are represented graphically in Fig. 2 .
Relation between Speed of Transmission and Conductivity of External
Medium.
The averages at the foot of each column in the four series of Table III show that the ratios between the speeds of transmission in the four tubes are practically unaffected by variation of temperature within the range 5-20 ° . They also show no change with variation in the recovery interval. The general relation between speed of transmission and external conductivity, i.e. sectional area of the electrolyte, is thus best ascertained by taking the averages of all the measurements made in each tube, and comparing the relative values thus obtained with the relative sectional areas of electrolyte, z° With a tube of radius t inclosing a wire of radius w, the sectional area of acid is evidently ~-(F-w2). In Table IV are given the sectional areas of the acid in the four tubes, together with the observed speeds of transmission (the averages of 354 observations made under similar conditions in each tube). The relative speeds and conductivities are also given, expressed as percentages of the s0 Since equal numbers of measurements are made in the four tubes, and the conditions (of temperature, recovery interval, and composition of acid) are always the same in the four observations of each experiment, this use of the averages is legitimate. The result gives the average ratios of the speeds in the four tubes under a wide range of conditions. Evidently the ratios of the four conductlvities are the same throughout the whole series.
values in Tube A (neglecting decimals); also the relative square roots of the conductivities.
Since transmission is the direct result of the electrolytic breakdown or removal of the passivating film by the local active-passive current, and since according to Ohm's law the distance from the activepassive boundary at which the current has a definite intensity--e.g. the critical minimum required to reduce the film--should yary directly with the conductivity of the circuit, it might be expected that the rate of transmission would be directly proportional to this conductivity; i.e., to the sectional area of the electrolyte. In fact, however, the rate of transmission increases more slowly than the conductivity, and very nearly in proportion to the square root of the latter. What is the reason for this discrepancy?
Apparently there are two conditions that make the speed of transmission in a narrow tube greater than would be expected from a consideration of the conductivity alone. One is the relation between the electrical resistance of the local couple and the steepness of the potential gradient between the two electrode areas of the transmitting wire (i.e., the active and passive areas immediately adjacent to the boundary). When the resistance is low this gradient is less steep than when the resistance is high, somewhat as in the analogous case of a battery which is cross-circuited, as compared with one discharging through a high resistance. Hence the potential between a point in the passive area at a given distance from the boundary and a point similarly situated in the active area will be greater in a narrow than in a wide tube. The region in the passive area where the current has the critical intensity required to reduce the film will thus extend farther from the boundary in a narrow tube than the conditions of resistance, considered alone, would indicate. There is, however, no evidence that this factor plays any important part in tubes of the above dimensions21
The other condition is that the effective electrode area on the 31 When the layer of acid is very thin, as in the case of a wire removed from the acid and held suspended vertically in the air, this factor becomes important, and the rate of transmission in such a wire is greater than one would expect from the thickness of the acid layer. I have not studied systematically the rates of transmission in tubes narrower than 2.4 mm.
passive side of the boundary, i.e. the area in which the film is in process of being removed, is not the same in the four tubes, but becomes progressively smaller as the diameter of the tube increases, because of the direct action of the current itself in removing the film. The rapid removal of the film limits the effectiveness of the current in removing further film in the passive area immediately beyond the boundary, since the reacting portion of the surface--that in which the actual reduction of the oxide layer is proceeding--is thus continually being diminished. The rate of removal of the film is what determines the rate of transmission; hence any such condition, by imposing limits on the rate of removal, limits correspondingly the rate of transmission.
This second condition appears to be the chief factor in the above discrepancy, as the following simple calculation shows. ~2
The rate at which the activation wave travels is a direct measure of the rate at which the film is being removed at the cathodal area adjacent to the active-passive boundary. This rate depends on the intensity of the current at the area in question. Now the intensity of this current, I, is determined, as in a battery, by the general conditions I = PCA in which P is the potential between the electrodes, C, the conductivity of the local circuit, and A, the electrode area. But A is continually being diminished by the action of the current, and the more rapidly the more intense the current. If we assume that this reduction of area is directly proportional to the intensity of current, so that the effective electrode area is inversely proportional to this intensity, the following relations hold: r = 4g-P-~ Since K and P are constants, the expression may be written I = kx/'-C; i.e., the intensity of the current in the area undergoing alteration, and hence the rate of removal, vary directly with the square root of the conductivity.
Since transmission depends on the removal of the film, its speedl S, follows the same law; i.e., S = kVC. This approximation is not perfect, but seems sufficiently close to indicate that the divergence from direct proportionality between speed and conductivity is a result of the tendency of the effective electrode area on the passive side of the boundary to become proportionately smaller as the intensity of the local current increases.
Relation between Speed of Transmission and Temperature.
In order to determine this relation, it is necessary to compare the speeds of transmission (at the different temperatures) in wires which are in corresponding stages of recovery. This is best done by allowing the wires to recover completely, i.e. to attain the maximal speeds of transmission, before making the measurements. The wires may be left undisturbed in acid at room temperature (20 ° ) for 16 minutes or more and then be transferred to acid at the temperature desired, or they may be left for a sufficient period in acid which is already at the temperature of the experiment.
The average speeds in completely recovered wires at the four temperatures, according to the experiments summarized in Table  III In this series the Q10 values lie between 1.4 and 1.6. From these results it is evident that the temperature coefficient of transmission is low, of the order Q10 = 1.4 to 1.5. The significance of this fact seems clear. Transmission depends on an electrochemical reaction in a local circuit; it is therefore affected by temperature in the same manner as the electrochemical reactions in a battery or other galvanic element. The speed of transmission depends on the local intensity of current; this intensity is determined / by Ohm's law (I = ~). Both potential and resistance are relax tively slightly affected by change of temperature. The former varies with the absolute temperature P = ~-In ; while the Q10 of conductivity of the electrolyte is similar to that of diffusion, of the order 1.2 to 1.3. Hence the temperature coefficient of the activepassive couple is low, like that of a battery, and this coefficient determines that of transmission. It is possible, however, that the presence of superposed or accessory reactions other than electrochemical may make the total temperature coefficient of transmission somewhat higher than that of a purely electrochemical reaction.
It is noteworthy that the Q~0 of transmission in nerve and muscle is of a similar order, Q10 = 1.6 to 1.8 ;53 and this fact lends further support to the view that in the protoplasmic system transmission ~3 For a summary of the data cf. Kanitz, A., Temperatur und Lebensvorg~inge, Berlin, 1915. is also essentially the result of a local electrochemical reaction, in which the surfaces of the protoplasmic phases play the part of electrodes. In this case, too, there are probably superposed or side reactions which affect the temperature coefficient of the total process and make it somewhat higher than it would be if the electrochemical reactions were the only ones concerned. 24 In any event it is significant that the temperature coefficients of transmission and of recovery differ in the protoplasmic system in the same manner as they do in the passive iron system. The temperature coefficient of recovery will be considered below.
Relation between Speed of Transmission and Interval Since
Previous Activation.
The total period of recovery in passive iron, i.e. the entire interval elapsing between the passage of an activation wave along the wire and the return of the original speed of transmission, is divided into two subperiods: an earlier, during which transmission is limited or decremental, the decrement becoming progressively less and less, 25 and a later in which transmission is unlimited but slower than normal. These two subperiods may be compared with the absolute and the relative refractory periods of living tissues such as nerve and muscle. During the absolute refractory period of nerve (and presumably of other tissues) there is failure of transmission; 26 hence the irritable element fails to respond as a whole to stimulation. In the relative period there is complete response (showing complete transmission), but a stronger stimulus is required than in the completely recovered tissue; apparently this is the reason why transmis-24 In Protoplasmic action and nervous action, s p. 342, I have given an illustration of how a process consisting of two processes occurring in succession, one with a low, the other with a high Qlo, will have a Q10 intermediate between the two. The possibility that the electrochemical character of the chief reaction is mainly responsible for the low Q10 of transmission was not considered at that time, although in view of the results with the iron model it now seems the most likely explanation.
25 The numerical measure of decrement is regarded as the reciprocal of the distance travelled by the activation wave before extinction.
~.a Bramwell, J. C., and Lucas, K., J. Physiol., 1911, xlii, 495 . Adrian, E. D., J. Physiol., 1915-16, 1,345. sion during the relative refractory period is slower than normal, as Forbes and his collaborators have recently shown to be the case in nerve. 27 It is sometimes held that no distinction is to be made between the two subperiods beyond that of difference in threshold of stimulation. A strong electrical stimulus, however, is one which is not localized; and if stimulation is initiated at many points of the element, a complete response may result even if transmission is defective. This is also true of passive iron. It seems probable that the difference between the absolute and the relative refractory periods in living tissues is an expression of the difference in the character of the transmission in the two periods, this being decremental in the earlier subperiod and complete in the later, as in the two subperiods of the passive iron model. The time factors of recovery differ greatly in different living tissues, and nerve in particular is characterized by its extremely rapid recovery. In this respect it differs conspicuously from passive iron, but the difference is one of degree rather than of kind.
The main characteristics of the decremental period in passive iron were described in my former paper in this journal. 6 During the succeeding subperiod of complete transmission the speed increases, at first rapidly then slowly, approaching asymptotically a maximum which corresponds to the state of complete recovery. From the general form of the curve of recovery (Fig. 2) it is clear that the increase in speed depends on some progressive change in the system, the rate of this change ~ being at any time closely proportional to the distance from the final station. This change can only be a change in the chemical or physical state of the passivating film, leading ultimately to some state of equilibrium which corresponds to the maximal speed of transmission, It is evident that the change in the film is in the general direction of decreased stability, or readier removability. When first laid down the film is relatively resistant to removal by the current of the active-passive circuit; this refractory or resistant quality decreases with time, and the rate of decrease has a high temperature coefficient. Some chemical change in the film is thus indicated. This change is apparently not dependent 2~ Forbes, A., Ray, L. H., and Griffith, F. R., Jr., Am. J. Physiol., 1923, lxvi, 553. (like the activation wave) on the presence of local circuits; it should also be noted that during its progress the P.D. between the active and the passive areas remains unchanged. 28
The precise nature of the change in the film during this interval is unknown. Apparently it is of the same qualitative nature (at least in part) as the change occurring during the earlier or decremental subperiod. During the latter period the removal of the film by the electrolytic action of the local circuit appears to be incomplete, i.e. the local activation is only partial, hence we may infer that the P.D. between the active and the passive areas is less fhan in the completely transmissive wire, and falls off progressively as the activation wave travels, finally becoming insufficient to reduce the film. This behavior may indicate that the film when first deposited is relatively thick; if this is true, it seems reasonable to assume that the period of complete transmissivity is one in which the film is approaching its minimal thickness--probably of one molecule. After this period is reached the local reaction at the active-passive boundary has everywhere the same characteristics, and apparently involves the complete breakdown of the film; i.e., the reaction is then of the "all or none" kind, hence the activation wave travels for an indefinite distance.
What is remarkable is that the speed of travel in the completely transmissive period is at first slow and attains its final value by degrees in the manner indicated. Evidently some condition is present at first which impedes or delays transmission; and since transmission is a consequence of the electrochemical reduction of the oxide molecules forming the film, 29 we may infer that at the beginning of the second subperiod a certain proportion of molecules is for some reason relatively inactive or resistant to the reducing action of the current. Why these molecules should be thus resistant is difficult to say. Two possible factors are distance from the ~s The slight after-positivity observed in a passive wire (connected through a voltmeter with an indifferent electrode) immediately after repassivation (Lillie, 6 p. 115) is an effect of polarization and disappears immediately on stirring.
29 This is said without prejudice to the view that the final film may consist of a lattice in which molecular limits are not sharply demarcated, as held by Langmuir CLangmuir, I., Tr. Am. Elec~rochem. Soc., 1916, xxix, 260) . metallic surface and unfavorable orientation. It may be that only those molecules which are attached directly to the iron surface with a constant orientation are fully reactive. 3° On the hypothesis that the film contains at first a certain proportion of unreacfive molecules which are changed into reactive molecules by some process following the course of a monomolecular reaction, it is possible to account for the observed behavior of the wires during this period.
Briefly then, we assume that at the beginning of the completely transmissive period the film consists in part of readily reducible or reactive molecules, and in part of refractory or non-reactive molecules; the latter may be regarded as those which are irregularly oriented, or situated beyond a certain distance from the metallic surface. The presence of these molecules retards the reduction of the film, and hence has the effect of delaying transmission; as they decrease in number, e.g. by change into active molecules, the speed of transmission increases proportionately. The most reasonable assumption seems to be that inactive molecules are changed into active molecules, 31 and that at any time this change occurs at a rate which is proportional to the number or concentration of the inactive molecules in the film; the change in the speed of transmission follows a parallel course.
Let us assume that at the beginning of the period of complete transmission there is a certain concentration, Co, of inactive (or 30 This conception may be brought into relation with the conception of heterogeneous or phase-boundary catalysis recently advocated by Taylor and others; cf. Taylor, H. S., Reaction velocity in heterogeneous systems, in Treatise on physical chemistry, New York, 1924, ii, 933; cf. 952 et seq., also Chapter XI, Colloid chemistry and contact catalysis, in Bogue, R. H., Theory and application of colloidal behavior, New York, 1924, i, 276 . Adsorption means oriented attachment to a surface; in this process the whole electron field of the adsorbed molecule is altered, with corresponding modification of reactivity.
gl It might be supposed that the inactive molecules are simply removed; i.e. dissolved away by the acid. This view, however, seems difficult to reconcile with the fact that the rate at which the speed of transmission increases is much higher in weak than in strong acid, and that in very strong acid (e.g. 90 per cent 1.42 HNOs) the metal may remain incompletely transmissive for many hours (of. Lillie, ~ p. 119). Some peculiarity in the structure or state rather than in the quantity of the film material seems indicated. impeding) molecules in the film. As these are changed into active molecules the reactivity 3~ of the film--hence its rate of reduction and the dependent speed of transmission--increases. The gain of speed is proportional to the increase in active molecules. If the initial concentration of inactive molecules is Co and the concentration at the end of time t is Ct, and if the transformation follows the course of a monomolecular reaction, then the usual equation applies: 1 Co t ln~ = K, K being the velocity constant of the reaction. Or, expressed in exponential form, C~ = Co e -Kt. Since the speed of transmission increases with the transformation--the difference from the final speed being at any time proportional to the concentration of inactive molecules remaining--this speed at the time t is a function of Co (1 -e -Kt) ; this expression evidently represents the increase in active molecules in the time t.
If we place So as the speed at the beginning of the period, and S= as the final or maximal speed, the total increase in speed is S= -So; this change corresponds to the complete transformation of the inactive into the active molecules. At any intermediate time t the increase over the initial speed is less and is represented by (S=-So) (1 -e-~Ct); this is equivalent to the above expression Co (1 -e -Kt) which represents the gain in active molecules in time t. Adding the initial speed So to this gain, the total speed, St, at time t becomes:
K is the velocity constant for the reaction which determines the return of the film to its fully reactive condition. A difficulty in evaluating K from the above observations is that at the very begin-3~ As indicated by the rate of chemical change (i.e. of reduction) under the influence of the local p.I).
T A B L E V.
--S 0
In this table the values of K K = ~ log S~ ,% , the velocity constant of the reaction underlying recovery, are evaluated for the four series of Table III ning of the completely transmissive period transmission is irregular, besides being slow, and comparable~ measurements are difficult to obtain. Under otherwise similar conditions an activation wave may travel along the whole length of a wire, or may stop abruptly without any apparent cause. 33 Hence it is difficult to assign a definite value to So on the basis of direct observation. The measurements given in Table V were begun within 1 to 3 minutes after complete transmissivity was established; during this interval increase of speed is rapid, especially at the higher temperatures, so that the lowest average speeds given in the table are already considerably higher than the initial speeds. In general, the initial speed may be taken, with a fair approximation, as being about one-third of the final speed, and in Table V the values of K for the four temperatures have been calculated on this assumption. It will be noticed that in each series the value of K during the first few minutes is decidedly lower than the average. Later it shows a fair approach to constancy, fluctuating irregularly about a mean. Irregularity of transmission is greatest at or near the period of transition between the decremental stage and the completely transmissive stage. Evidently during the decremental stage there is a preponderance of conditions hindering transmission, and This behavior is illustrated in Tables III to VI of my former paper (J. Gen. Physiol., 1920-21, iii, 107). it is probable that these conditions persist in part during the early part of the transmissive stage and account for the lower values of K and the greater irregularity then observed. For comparable average values of K at the different temperatures it seems more accurate to omit the earliest measurements, and this is done in the averages given in the fourth column of Table V .
Influence of Temperature on the Recovery of Transmissivity.
From these values of K it is evident that the temperature coefficient of recovery is much higher than that of transmission. The following table gives the approximate Q10 determinations as computed from the different values of K at the four temperatures. A range of 2.0 to 4.0+ with an average of about 3.0 is shown. The somewhat considerable irregularity of the data does not interfere with this general result, which has been obtained uniformly throughout the present study and in many other observations not included in Tables II, III, and IV. 34 What is significant is that the temperature coefficient of recovery is high in the passive wire as well as in the living tissue. The duration of the refractory period in muscle and nerve (i.e. the period of recovery after a single stimulation) has a high temperature coefficient in all cases, ranging from 2.5 to 3.0 or more; apparently during ~4 It is possible that such irregularities might be decreased by using wires of a more uniform composition. A difficulty in experiments of this kind is that any chance region of a wire may be unfavorable to rapid transmission or regular recovery because of some accidental local peculiarity of structure or composition, such as a condition of "strain" or the presence of an excess of carbon; and if such a wire is used in several determinations the data will be "weighted" in an unforseen manner and unexpected irregularities will appear in the averages.
this period the protoplasmic surface film, altered or broken down during the excitation process, is restored to its original state. 35 It is not necessary--nor indeed possible to identify the conditions in the living and in the non-living systems in any detail. The two are entirely different in their special chemical composition; what they have in common are certain features of physical structure--in particular the presence of thin impermeable films between the adjacent phases--which determine the conditions under which chemical changes occur. When these changes are of an electrochemical kind, i.e. are determined by the action of local currents at surfaces having the properties of electrodes, they are affected by temperature in the same manner as the reactions at the electrodes of a battery. Apparently the essential physicochemical conditions underlying transmission in both systems are of this general kind, hence the low temperature coefficient of the process. On the other hand, changes in the newly formed film, through which the latter is restored to its final or completely reactive state, appear to be independent of electrochemical conditions, and partake of the general nature of reactions between molecules in solution or under analogous conditions. Such reactions have the high temperature coefficients generally regarded as typical of chemical reactions.
Presumably only part of the chemical reactions of living matter are directly influenced by the bioelectric or other currents traversing the protoplasmic system. These reactions, however, are the ones on which the responsiveness to stimulation depends. They are surface reactions--electrode reactions--and determine the electrical sensitivity of living protoplasm. Other reactions, e.g. those occurring in the interior of the protoplasmic phases and many enzyme reactions, appear to be unaffected by the passage of electric currents. Distance action, which is so characteristic and indispensable a feature of protoplasmic activity, is a manifestation of electrochemical action and presupposes a special type of structure. This structure is necessarily polyphasic; apparently its essential feature is the presence of two contiguous electrically conducting phases separated ,5 1 have reviewed the evidence for the changes in the protoplasmic films during excitation, transmission, and recovery in my recent volume, 5 Chapters 12 to 15. by a polarizable (i.e. semipermeable) surface layer. When the surface is extensive--e.g, the surface of an elongated cell or of a filamentous structure such as a nerve fiber--and is covered with a thin electrochemically alterable film, unlimited transmission of the nervous type becomes possible.
Structural Conditions Affecting Speed o/ Transmission.
The structura[ as well as the physicochemical conditions in the environment of the passive wire are a factor in the resistance of the ,L,F electrolytic conducting path between its different regions and hence in the immediate effect produced at a distance by a local activation. For example, when the conducting path is narrowed by tubes of non-conducting material the speed of transmission is decreased in the manner already seen. The above rule, S = k ~/C applies only to the continuous travel of an activation wave along a wire in a tube which is insulated from the acid outside. In the case of a wire inserted (with the ends projecting) through a tube filled with acid and immersed in a larger volume of acid (Fig. 3, III) , it may happen that the resistance between the two ends of the wire through the external acid is less than that between the projecting end and a passive area, e.g. A1, situated a short distance inside the tube. In such a case if end A is activated, end B also becomes instantly active, before the activation wave has visibly penetrated into the tube. This effect is a simple instance of distance action. When any region of the wire becomes active, and hence anodal, all other regions become cathodal; hence any region, however distant, at which the local intensity of current is sufficient, is activated. This intensity at any distant region is determined by the conditions of resistance in the intervening path. If this resistance is low, the activating influence may be transmitted without the continuous passage of an activation wave through the whole distance.
Such "discontinuous" transmission is much more rapid than the continuous wave-like transmission already considered. The following simple experiment is instructive and illustrates the conditions. A bent passive wire held in the air is dipped by its two ends, A and B, into a vessel of nitric acid (Fig. 3, I ). If, then, one end is activated (by touching with zinc or scraping with glass) the other end instantly becomes active. Evidently the activation wave does not travel along the wire through the air; the activation of A makes B the cathode of the circuit, and the secondary activation at B follows instantly since the electrolytic resistance is low. The case of the straight wire inserted through a tube filled with acid and immersed in a large volume of acid (Fig. 3, III) is similar. In this case the current from A has two alternative electrolytic paths, one through the general body of acid, the other through the acid inside the tube. The latter path, however, because of its high resistance, is negligible in its effect; it is essentially a shunt diverting a small fraction of current from B. Hence the chief secondary electrolysis, i.e. activation, is at B.
Some curious results follow from these conditions. When a passive wire is enclosed in an interrupted acid-filled tube immersed in acid, as in Fig. 3 , IV, and end A is activated, the transmission from A to B may be many times more rapid than along a wire in an insulated continuous tube of the same length. In such an experiment the activation effect appears to leap from one interrupted area or "internode" to the next, and rapidly passes from end to end of the wire. Each internodal passive area of the wire is the chief cathode for the anode at the neighboring activated internode; hence when any internodal area becomes active it instantly activates the next by distance action. Since this effect is repeated at the next internode, transmission to an indefinite distance becomes possible. An essential condition is that the same structural arrangement should be repeated through the whole distance. Tile possible distance between internodes is limited by the conditions of resistance, and increases with the specific conductivity and the sectional area of the external body of acid. If the "nodes" or sections of tube are of the appropriate length a saltatory transmission of this type may be extremely rapid, its speed being limited only by the possible internodal distance and the rate at which the passivating film is broken down at the internodes.
The speed of transmission in a wire enclosed by such an interrupted tube is not only greater than in an insulated wire enclosed by a continuous tube of the same length and caliber, but is also greater than in a wire lying free in the acid. The following experiment shows this difference clearly. Two passive wires, each 75 cm. long, were immersed in cold 70 per cent acid (4°). One wire was bare (Fig. 3, II) , the other was enclosed by a series of six tubes (of 2.4 ram. caliber) each 10 cm. long and separated from its neighbors by a space of ca. 2 ram. (Fig. 3, IV) . The wires were activated and a 20 minute interval was allowed for recovery. The average transmission time from end to end in the bare wire (three trials) was then 2.8 seconds; in the tube-enclosed wire it was only a fraction of a second--too brief to measure accurately. The activation could be seen to begin at each internodal area and spread thence in both directions along the tubes; the transmission from each internode to the next appeared almost instantaneous. Many repetitions of this experiment under different conditions of temperature and time of recovery gave the same result. The time required for an activation wave to travel along a continuous insulated tube of 75 cm. length at 4 ° after 20 minutes recovery is 8 to 10 seconds.
It may seem surprising at first sight that the transmission from A to B is not equally rapid in the three arrangements II, III, and IV of Fig. 3 , since the resistance through the external body of acid is the same in all. The distribution of the entrance and exit of current along the wire--and hence the chemical effect at its different regions --is, however, characteristically modified by the presence of the tubes. The enclosing tube limits the effective area of cathode in the immediate neighborhood of an active (e.g. internodal) area. Since according to Faraday's law the quantity of electrochemical change in the cathodal area is equal to that in the anodal area, it is clear that the effective cathodal area cannot have a greater extent than one which corresponds to the reaction occurring in the anodal area. In the bare wire the region immediately adjoining the active area furnishes the necessary area of cathode; hence beyond this area there is no chemical effect. In the presence of the tube, on the other hand, the cathodal area is mainly furnished by the wire beyond the tube. Hence, since the anodal and the cathodal reactions are necessarily simultaneous, the reaction in the area B of wire III begins at the same time as the reaction in the area A1, in wire II. Transmission to a distant area is correspondingly rapid. It is evident that the conditions in wire IV constitute simply a serial repetition of those in wire III.
Whether conditions analogous to those just described enter in the case of nerve and other transmitting structures in living organisms is difficult to determine experimentally, but seems not improbable. We observe, for example, that in the most rapidly conducting protoplasmic tracts known, the medullated nerves of vertebrates, the conducting element (axone) is enclosed by a tubular sheath of apparently high electrical resistance, the medu]lary sheath, which is constricted or interrupted at regular intervals. The medullated nerve transmits impulses at about ten times the velocity of the nonmedullated nerve, in which, except for the absence of the segmented sheath, the structure is similar. In the frog the sympathetic tracts to the skin conduct at ca. 2 meters per second (at 17°) 3~ as compared with ca. 20 meters for the medullated nerves. It is possible that a a distance action effect, acting from internode to internode (as in the model above) is a factor in this high speed of transmission. The electrical resistance between the surface of the axone and the surrounding medium may be assumed to be relatively low at the constrictions or internodes; diffusing substances (dyes) enter most readily at those regions, and the same is presumably true of ions. At least such a possibility must be considered; for in the physical Yamada, S., Arch. ges. Physiol., 1923, cc, 221. sense--if transmission is an effect of secondary stimulation by the currents of local circuits--the conditions in the model and in the nerve are of the same general kind. That the chief regions of entrance and exit of electrical currents transversing living tissues and organisms are determined by structural conditions, and that these regions are definitely localized in many cases, have long been accepted beliefs. The older conception of physiological anodes and cathodes should be extended so as to apply to the finer elements of structure and function, possibly even to single cells. SUMMARY. 1. The speed of transmission of the activation wave along passive iron wires enclosed in glass tubes containing dilute (70 per cent) nitric acid increases with the conductivity (sectional area) of the column of electrolyte but at a slower rate. The speed is closely proportional to the square root of the conductivity (S = k 4 C). The reasons for this relationship are discussed and an explanation is proposed.
2. The recovery of transmissivity after the passage of an activation wave is gradual and follows a characteristic course. After an interval of partial or decremental transmission (having a high temperature coefficient and lasting several minutes at 20°), the wire recovers its power of transmitting an activation wave for an indefinite distance. In such a recovered wire the speed of transmission is at first slow and increases by degrees up to a maximum, the increase following a curve apparently of the type vt = v0 (1 -e -k~ ). The approximate time required to attain this maximum (corresponding to complete recovery) at the different temperatures is 15 to 20 minutes at 20 °, 30 to 45 minutes at 15 °, ca. 50 minutes at 10 °, and 90 minutes or more at 5 °.
3. The character of the curve of recovery (the curve relating speed of transmission to interval since previous activation) agrees with the assumption that the increase in speed depends on a progressive chemical change in the molecules forming the passivating film, this change involving the transformation of (relatively) nonreactive into reactive molecules and following the course of a monomolecular reaction.
4. The temperature coefficient of the speed of transmission (between 5 ° and 20 °) is low, of the ord~er Q10 = 1.3 to 1.6. That of the rate of recovery, on the contrary, is high (Q10 --ca. 3) . The parallel to the conditions in nerve and other transmitting protoplasmic systems is pointed out and discussed.
5. Passive wires enclosed in acid-containing continuous and interrupted glass tubes immersed in a large volume of acid exhibit characteristic phenomena of distance action; under appropriate conditions the velocity of transmission of the activating influence between different areas may thus be greatly increased. Characteristic instances are cited and some possible physiological parallels are pointed out.
